The discriminatory capability of polarimetric SAR data for land use classification'
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In this paper a SIR-C data is used to assess the discriminatory
capability of full polarimeb-ic data for several classes of landuse. It is analysed the contributionof each type of data (phase
difference, intensity ratio, intensity pair and intensity-phase
difference pair), using the Iterated Conditional Modes (ICM)
classifier. It is shown that ea& class was better classified
using a different type of polarimetric data. The result of the
classification (measured by the confusion matrix and the
Kappa coefficient of agreement) was considered very good,
allowing the discrimination of nine land use classes, which
includes different cultivation stages of some crops.
INTRODUCTION

Digital classification is one of the most extensively used
tools in Remote Sensing applications. Several classical
statistical classifiers are based on the assumption that the data
are Gaussianly distributed. However, when radar data are
used, this assumption is seldom verified, especially in the
case of polarimetric radar images. Therefore, the
development of new techniques and methods to classify
digital radar images has been the focus of attention in several
studies [2],[8], [lo].
Usually, these new techniques and methods model the
radar data by the multiplicativemodel [6].Statistical models
for multi-look polarimetric data are derived &om the
covariance matrix, which exhibit a complex Wishart
distribution [4], [7].
In [9]it was developed the distributions of the univariate
(phase difference and intensity ratio) and bivariate (intensity
pair and intensity-phase difference pair) multi-look
polarimetric data by assuming a constant backscatter. In this
paper these distributions are used to classify a radar
polarimetric data using the ICM classifier.

The objective of this paper is to quantitatively analyse the
contribution of each type of data (phase difference, intensity
ratio, intensity pair and intensity-phase difference pair) for
the discriminationof several classes.

ICM CLASSIFIER
The ICM classifier incorporates the multiplicative and a
contextual model for the observations (returned radar data)
and classes, respectively. The Markovian model known as
Potts-Straus is assumed to describe the classes. The ICM
algorithm consists of the iterative improvements on a
classification, using the information of a given observation
and the classes of its neighboring. This improvement is
obtained by maximizing the a posteriori distribution of the
classes, which is given by:
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where &(z,) is the density associated to class 4 ,which has
radiometric value z, on coordinate s , fl is a real parameter
that quantifiesthe influence of the neighbouring classes and it
is estimated iteratively and a, is the set of neighbouring COordinates around S . This expression can be reduced to the
Maximum Likelihood (ML) classifier and to Mode Filter,
when = 0 and B -P 00, respectively. For more details of
the algorithm, the reader is referred to [13, [5] and [101.

DATA AND METHODOLOGY
The images selected for this work are those fiom the SIRacquired over Bebedouro region,
Pernambuco State, Brazil, using full polarimetric L and C
bands. This area corresponds to an irrigated region with
C/X-SAR mission
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semal types of crops. "he ax&al co-ordinates of the study

with a higher number of pixels (mode)within a window of
pixels, consideringall the data presented in Table 3.

images are presented in
Table 1: SIR-C/X-sAR

Table 3: Data which best discriminateeach class.

2 days, Soybean2 with 66 days and
113 days of cultivation).
Table 2: Classes of interest,colour keys, training and test

Comparing with the individual classifications, the use of
this methodology allowed, in genal, to decrease the
misclassification among classes, in spite of the decrease of
the number of pixels &ectly classified. m e three classes of
Soybean presented the smallest overall accuracy (around to
56%), while the overall accuracy for the others classes were
more than 71%. The greatest confusion was observed
between Corn2 and Soybean2, which was close to 26%.
Although the Soybean3 class has had high overall accuracy
(84%) with intensity ratio L-HHW classification, this data
was not selected to contribute for the final classification,
because it has a high degree of confusion among classes.
CONCLUSIONS

In [2] a det&led analysis of many ML/ICM classifications
far each band (L and C) were performed, ushg phase
difference, intensity ratio, intensity pair and intensity-phase
difference gair data set and their corresponding distributions
[9]. AI1 canbinations of polarisation for ea& band were
analysed. Sowe of the results area also presented in [3]. It
information that these data set cany is very
class was better classified with a different
lysis of all ICM classification and their
carresponding confusion matrix it was found the polarimetric
&a that best dimiminate each class. The result of this
analysis is shown in Table 3.
Based on the results of the ICM classifications using the
data presented in Table 3, a set of Boolean operations were
performed in order to form a final classification. After this
operatias, several pixels were unclassified. To solve this
problem, each unclassified pixel was assigned to the class

The analysis of SIR-Cimages showed that each class was
better classified using different type of data (phasedifference,
intensity ratio, intensity and intensity-phasedifference pairs),
highlighting the importance of having the 111 p o h e t r i c
data for land use classification. The classification
methodology, which uses all these information, showed to be
very efficient for the intent purpose. It was possible the
discriminationof different stages of Corn and Soybean.
In general, the L band seems to carry more infbrmation
than C band to discriminatethe study classes, but the C band
was useful to improve the classification of River, Prepared
Soil and middle stage of Soybean.
The ICM classifier showed to be a good method for
classifyingthe polarimetricradar data.
The obtained results were very encouraging for continuing
the study of the potentiality of polarimetric data for land use
classification.
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Fig. 1: Col&’-pitions
of the original data R-HH, “v,B-W, L band with training sets (a), C band with
test sets (b) and final classification (c).
Table 4: Confusion matrix of the classificatian.
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